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The Theory of Exposure
Silllply Explained
3. THE CHARACTERISTIC CURVE AND LOGARITHMS
By G. B. Harrison , Ph.D., F.R.P.S.
We have reached the stage when we must consider how the photographic
material records the various subject brightnesses that are presented to it in
the camera. Before we can understand this fully we must pause a moment
and examine how the relation between brightness and negative blackening can
best be expressed so that we can make the most use of it. This necessitates the
introduction of logarithms which are not nearly so difficult to understand as
they might appear at first sight. A grasp of the meaning of logs. will simplify
the understanding of what is to follow so the subject is dealt with here at some
length. Those readers not already familiar with logarithms need not however·
feel discouraged if they cannot remember all that is set out below.
The function of the photographic
sensitive material is to record the variations in the amount of light falling per unit
area on-the film or plate (which we have
seen is proportional to tbe subject brightness) in such a way that after the printing
operation the variations in brightness of
the print correspond with the corresponding variations in brightness of the subject.
That is to say (neglecting the effect of
colour) the variations in brightness perceived by the eye when looking at the
print are substantially the same as those
perceived when viewing the original subject. The manner in which the photographic process effects this transformation from subject brightness into print
brightness is immaterial. For example the
negative need not in any way approximate
the subject when viewed, as long as the
reproduction of subject brightness follows
some law, and the printing process (which
need not be the same as the negative
process) is such that the negative record is
correctly interpreted. This is indeed the
c ase in normal photography, for the
negative does not resemble the subject
except that subject brightnesses are
recorded in a regular law-abiding manner
which may be briefly illustrated by saying
that whites are recorded as blacks and
blacks are recorded as whites. The negative may be regarded as a record of the
subject in code so that it might be incomprehensible in the absence of the key,
the printing operation in this analogy
represents the decoding of the record.
It is the law connecting the subject
brightnesses with the negative record that

we must next consider, but before doing
so we must decide how we are going to
express subject brightnesses and the
negative record. J he obvious way to
express the subject brightness is simply
by the relative amounts oflight falling per
unit area of film (since this is directly
proportional to the subject brightness).
When we look at a negative held against a
uniform white surface the dark areas are
apparent because they absorb (and scatter)
some of the incident light. We may
therefore measure the amount of blackening by the fraction of the incident light
which is transmitted by the film. We can
now get a picture of the law relating
subject brightness to negative blackening
which we will express · by means of a
graph in which the relative subject
brightnesses are scaled on the horizontal
line and the negative transmissions on the
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Fig. 4. The reproduction curve of a typical
negative material in which transmission is
plotted against relative subject brightness. The
transm ission scale is •up-side-down' because we
want to show the effect of increased exposure
increasing upwards and a small exposure results
in a high transmission.
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vertical line.
The resulting picture
obtained for a typical negative emulsion is
shown in Fig. 4. This curve tells us all we
require to know about the law of recording of the material, for instance, if the
amount of light per unit area of film is
50 units the resulting negative will
transmit o. 1 of the incident light, etc. The
form of the law of recording is of course
different for different negative and printing materials and, as is also well known,
for different conditions of developing.
This method of drawing graphically
the relation between the amount of light
falling per unit area on the film and the
resulting negative blackening is, however,
unsatisfactory and is never normally used.
It appears satisfactory at first sight and
before we can see its defects we must
consider the effect different subject
brightnesses have on the eye. It should be
emphasised that there is really no need to
introduce the eye and its peculiarities at
this stage (or at any stage), the method of
expressing the law of recording stated
above is adequate to give all U,.e necessary
information and the reasons for employing
a slightly different method are purely
practical and depend to some extent on a
property of the human eye.
If we arrange a series of brightnesses
in order and differing by a constant
value, for example brightnesses of 1, 2, 3,
4 .... etc., and look at them we shall find
that the steps do not look by any means
equal although each step represents a
constant increase on the previous step.
Such a series is shown in Fig. 5a and it
will be readily seen that as the brightness
·increases (from left to right) the differences
are large at first but become much
smaller. Compare the difference between
the first two and last two steps. In such a
series the brightnesses are arranged in
arithmetical progression, that is to say,
each step is obtained by adding a constant
number (22.5) to the previous step. This
is illustrated by the following two
examples of arithmetical progressions :1 3 5 7 9 I I etc. (constant difference = 2)
6 I I 16 21 26 31 etc. (constant difference = 5)
The actual relative brightnesses in Fig. 5
are approximately : IO
32.5 55 77·5 100

It is found by experiment that when
the brightnesses are arranged in a different
way the steps appear equal. The necessary
arrangement may be expressed by a
geometrical progression which is similar
to an arithmetical progression, only each
term is found by multiplying the preceding
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Fig . 5. (a) A scale of brightnesses, each step
being brighter than the previous step by 22.5
units.
(b) A scale of brightnesses, each step being
brighter than the previous step by a multiplying factor of I .78.
Scale (b) appears more uniform to the eye than
scale (a).

term by a constant number. Perhaps the
simplest geometrical progression is :1 2 4 8 16 32 64 etc. (constant factor = 2)
Other examples are : 1 1o 1oo 1,ooo 1o,ooo etc. (constant factor = 1o)
16 24 36 54 81 121.5 etc. (constant factor = 1.5)

If now we arrange a series of brightnesses so that each one is some constant
multiple of the previous step (the constant
multiple may have any value) we find all
the steps appear about equal. Such a
series is shown in Fig. 5b in which the
constant factor is I. 78 and the series may
be expressed :10

17.8

31.6

56.2

100

The reader will probably agree that
this latter series appears much more
uniform than that in Fig. 5a. The statement that the steps appear uniform can of
course only be approximate because the
eye is a poor judge of anything but an
exact match, but exhaustive experiments
on a large number of observers have
established this as a rough general rule.
Now the negative blackenings observed
when the negative is held in front of a
uniform viewing light are also brightnesses so that apparently equal steps in
blackening are found to conform in the
same way to a geometrical progression.
The curve of Fig. 4 is redrawn in
Fig. 6 in which lines have been drawn
parallel to the two axes at intervals
corresponding with a geometrical progression of constant factor 2.
We have just seen that the eye divides
up the subject into brightnesses which
differ by a constant multiplication factor
rather than into brightnesses which differ
by a constant difference, so that the lines
drawn parallel to the vertical axis of
Fig. 6 represent a fair division of the
subject by the eye. Further sub-divisions
may be made but they will conform to the
same principle. These main divisions are
squashed together at one end of the
scale and very much drawn out at the
other end. Unless we make the scale very
large (and therefore the whole graph very
large) we shall have difficulty in making

an accurate estimate of the blackening
caused by low brightnesses, values in
which we may be very interested. Would
it not be better to spread out the brightnesses into which the eye divides the
subject into equal intervals so that there
is no cramping ?
The same remarks apply to the negative transmissions. The eye will divide
the negative up into brightnesses as
shown by the lines parallel to the horizontal axis indicating a cramping at one end
of the scale, so let us spread these out
into equal intervals at the same time.
Such a curve is shown in Fig. 7. It might
be argued that there is no justification for
modifying the negative blackening scale
because we are not really interested in the
appearance of the negative to the eye.
This is perfectly true, but it is convenient
to treat the negative transmission in this
way for reasons which will appear later.
The curve in Fig. 7 represents what is
called the characteristic curve of a
material, but before proceeding it must
be mentioned that the scales employed
in drawing such a curve are not normally
marked in this way though this has no
effect at all on the shape of the curve or
the information it contains.
The scales used in practice are
logarithmic scales and as such scales are
universally used in photographic work
let us first become familiar with the fact
that logarithms are not an incomprehensible mathematical device invented
by the mathematician to enable him to
speak a language which cannot be understood by the uninitiated. Logarithms are
derived from arithmetical and geometrical
progressions which we have already seen
are quite simple in conception.
In Fig. 7 we have divided the horizontal line into equal spaces. These have
been marked in two ways, one marking
represents the number of units from the
beginning of the line and the other markings are the geometrical progression
(starting with 1) which correspond with
equal visual steps in brightness. Let us
write these markings down again in rows
I and III (below), and in row II we will
write row III in another way though the
figures of row II when multiplied out in
all cases equal those in row III:I

II 21
III 2

5 6 7 etc.
(arithmetical progression)
2 2 23 2 4 25 26 27 etc.
4
8 16 12 64 128 etc.
(geometrical progression)

2

3

or 25 = 32. This is expressed by saying 5
is the logarithm of 32 to the base 2, or
more generally, the figures in row I are
the logarithms to the base 2 of the figures
in row III. This is written in shorthand
5= log232. In Fig. 7 we have, therefore,
written our horizontal scale so that equal
steps in length represent equal steps in
the logarithms to the base 2, it is therefore called a logarithmic scale.
Though for photographic work logarithms to the base 2 would be quite
convenient, tables giving such logarithms
of numbers are not readily available so,
''Common" logarithms which are referred to the base 10 are always employed.
Such logarithms have certain convenient
properties and are given in all tables of
logarithms. If we write down the corresponding three rows referred to the base
10 we shall get:I

II
III

The reader is probably familiar with
the use of 106 to represent a million
(1,000,000) that is 1 with 6 noughts after
it, and this tells us that 6 is the logarithm
of 1,000,000 to the base 10. This table of
logs. is of course very incomplete, for
example, it does not tell us what is the log.
to the base 10 of 6, i.e., it does not tell us
to what power 10 must be rafyed to give 6.
Obviously the power must be less than I
because 10 1 = 10, and we can find from log
tables that log 106 = 0.77815. This means
that 10°·7781 5= 6. The meaning of a fractional power may be difficult to understand at first because there is no obvious
way of calculating its value. It is clear
that 103 means 10 multiplied by itself 3
times, but what is the meaning of 10
multiplied by itself 0.77815 times? As
this is not a treatise on mathematics the
reader must take this on trust, but he
may be assisted if he remembers that
10!= 10°· 5 means ~ 10, 10!= 10°· 33 means
~ 10, etc., which have intelligible meanings · so why not 10°· 77 815 ? The fact
that logs. have been used for several
centuries and have not been found out
yet may also carry weight !

4

For example 24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2= 16. It
will be noticed immediately that the
indices in row II are the same as the
figures in row I , so that for any column the
figure in row I gives the power to which 2
must be raised to give the figure in row
III. If, therefore, row II were omitted we
could say immediately that in order to
make 32, 2 must be raised to the power 5,

2
3
4
5
6 etc.
101
102
103
104 10s
10 6
10 100 1,000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000
etc.
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Fig. 6. The same curve as Fig. 4 with the
geometrical series I, 2, 4, 8, etc., emphasised
showing the cramping at the low end of the
scale. The transmissions are treated in the
same way.
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The fact that logs. to the base 10 are so
convenient is because 10 is the basis of our
numerical system. Having found log 106
we can immediately write down log106o,
log 106oo, etc. The expression log 10 6=
0.77815 means 6= 10°· 77815 and 60=
6 X 10 = 100.11815 X 101 = 101.77815 ; we
add indices as is a general rule, for
example 102 X 102 = 100 X 100= 10,000=
104 • In the same way 600= 102 ·77815 so we
have log10 6= 0.77815, log1060= 1.77815,
log 106oo= 2.77815,etc. Ifwe are provided
with a table of logarithms of all numbers
from 1 to 10 we know the logarithms of
all numbers from 1 to as large as we like,
and it only remains now to extend the
range to numbers below 1. Let us extend
our table of crude logs. below 1 as
follows:I
II
III

- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1
0
lo-4 lo- 3 10- 2 10- 1 loo
0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 l

the figure 10

-1

l

2

lo 102
10 100

l

.

means io = o.1,

10- 3

means 2....
= 0.001, etc. Now what is the
10 3
logarithm of o.6? We may write o.6 =
6 x 0.1 = 6 x 10- 1, therefore if log 106 =
0.77815; 6= 10°· 77815 ; 6 XO. l = l0- 1X
10o.77815= io- 1+0.11815, or logwo.6 = -I
+ 0.77815. This is written i .77815 which
must be read to mean "minus 1 plus
0.77815." This may appear a little confusing a Lfirs ~ because in marking out a
logarithmic scale passing through zero the
fractions of units increase in the same
direction on both sides of the zero. This
is different from an ordinary scale thus :Ordinary scale:- I.o - o.8 - o.6 - 0.4 - 0.2 o + 0.2
Logarithmic scale :1.o
r.2
!.4
l.6
1.8 o + 0.2

We could of course write log 10o.6 =
l .77815 = -1 + 0.77815 = --0.22185, but
this immediately removes the identity of
the figures on the right of the decimal
point and to convert back from logs. to
ordinary numbers we should have to
reverse the operation before referring to
the tables.
0 . 0 15

/

o.o:n
:

0.062

!

O .l~

!

0 . 25

./

We have used log 102 for this example
because it is essential to memorise this
value (it is the only one to memorise). The
value of log 102 is 0.3010 to four decimal
places, but it is so nearly equal to 0.3 that
we can refer to it for all photographic
purposes as being equal to 0.3. (The
reader probably already knows that
log 102= 0.3, because he knuws that a
change in 3 ° Scheiner means double or
half speed, which is derived from the
value of log 102.) In our characteristic
curve Fig. 7 our relative subject brightnesses 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, etc., instead of
being scaled as o, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.,
referred to the base 2, become o, 0.3,
o.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, etc., when referred to
the base 10 because each step is twice the
previous:Relative subject brightnesses :
l
2~ 4
8
16
L ogarithms to the base 10 :
o 0.3 o.6 0.9
i.2

v

~
:. 0.5
_..../

I
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Fig. 7. The same data as used for Figs. 4 and
6 plotted on a logarithmic scale of both subject
brightness and transmission.
The relation
between the brightness scales are shown.
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Fig. 8. The same curve as Fig. 7 with the scales
marked in density and logarithm of exposure,
the normal appearance of a characteristic curve.

There is really no need to introduce
opacity at all, we could simply write
density = log 10 (

I. . )
transm1ss1on

I
= log1 uh

Transmission is often used in
photographic work (very often expressed
as percentage transmission, which is 100
x transmission) density is fundamental to
our considerations, but opacity is rarely
if ever used. To convert our transmission
scale to density we have to find the
logarithm of the reciprocal of the transmission, for example a transmission
of 0.25 e_quals a density of log10( 0125) =

i.5

i.8

log1 04= 0.6.

Very
black

0
l
(approx.) (approx.)
Very
I
large
(approx. ) number
Not
nearly
(approx.) such
a large
number
0

v

64

Opacity =

1.0

o

IT
Transmission = I

/

&

/
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We can now understand the meaning
of a logarithmic subject brightness scale,
but it still remains to consider the negative blackening when converted to a
logarithmic scale. It will be noticed that
the scale drawn in Figs. 4 and 6 is so to
speak upside down.
This was done
because we wanted to show increasing
light effect upwards and the effect was
measured by the ratio of light transmitted
to light incident. The greater the blackening the smaller this ratio, which is called
the transmission and varies from 1 to o.
If we call the intensity of the incident
light I and the transmitted light IT we
define:Clear
glass

./

1. 5;

Log 10

v

./

2. 0

log1 02 = 0.30103
2 = antilog 100.30103

/

c

i

The expression log1 02 = 0.30103
means that the logarithm of 2 to the base
10 is 0.30103. If we were given the
number 0.30103 we might require to
know of what number the logarithm is
0.30103. This is expressed by saying
antilog 0.30103 = 2, meaning the number
whose logarithm is 0.30103 is 2. The
relation is best seen by putting the two
expressions together:-
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When the transmission decreases the
density increases.
Transmission 1 0.5 0.25 0.125 0 .0625 etc.
Density
o 0.3 o.6 0.9
I.2
etc.

The curve shown in Fig. 8 has the
vertical scale marked in density and the
horizontal axis is a logarithmic exposure
scale. The subject brightness scale has
been changed to an exposure scale because
the light effect produced on the material
is dependent upon the subject brightness
and the exposure time. The effective
exposure given in the camera is equal to
the product of the amount of light received per unit area of the plate or film
and the exposure time, this product
being designated simply by the "exposure." Remember that the amount of
light per unit area of plate is proportional
to the corresponding subject brightness
and inversely proportional to the square
of the f /No. of the lens.
We should now be able to interpret
this curve and understand its meaning.
We see that an exposure whose logarithm
is 1.25 results in a density of o.6. The
relative exposure is antilog 1.25= 16, and
the density can be readily converted into
Continued on page 7, column 3.
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Wild Bird
Photography
By ERIC J. HOSKING
F.R.P.S., M.B.O.U.

This season of the year witnesses the
influx into this country of innumerable
species of birds which are returning from
their winter sojourn in the South of
France, in Africa, or in other countries
which do not experience the severities of
our climate. Generally speaking the males
arrive before the females, and after a
short period of rest they set about the
selection of nesting sites. It is not until
they are satisfied in this respect that these
practical creatures begin their courtship,
usually singing to attract the attention of
the females, after which there follows the
display of their individual attractions. The
serious business of nesting then begins,
and it provides the photographer with the
finest opportunities of the year for securing interesting pictures, because there is a
fixed base upon which attention may be
rivetted. But a certain amount of ingenuity is necessary to discover the nests,
for birds are very clever in concealing
them-a faculty born of ages of instinctive
preservation against natural enemies.
Perhaps the best method of finding them
is to watch for birds carrying nesting
material, and to note where it is deposited.
This should be done as early in the year
as possible, because later on the foliage
will render discovery much more difficult.
After the nest has been found the
spot should be marked in some
unmistakable manner, so that when
it is revisited subsequent to hatching, it will be recognisable in spite
of the changes to the surroundings
which the development of the season makes inevitable.
The next stage is the erection of
a hiding-place in which the photographer and his apparatus may be
concealed, and for this purpose the
portable type of hide is the most
practicable. Such hides are made
from four poles, each 6 feet in
height and jointed in the middle for
carrying. These are pointed at the
base, and fixed in the ground at the
comers of a 3 feet square, held
apart at the top by heavy gauge

Stone Curlews.

wire.
Over this framework shaped
material is sewn, and then coloured either
brown or green-the former for use in
woods, and the latter in open grassland.
It is most important during this stage, and
indeed during all others, that no unnecessary alarm should be given to the
birds, for this will cause them to desert
their nests. The hide must, therefore, be
built at a distance from the nest, and day

Wood Pigeon at nest.

by day moved nearer, so that by the time
it takes up the proper position for photography, the birds will have become completely accustomed to it. If this course is
impracticable owing to the nature of the
terrain, the hide should be built in
gradual sta~es, preferably during the
dusk. For instance, the poles could be
placed in position one evening, the covering material left by the framework on the
next, and so on until the work is finished .
As a final precaution, it is sometimes an
advantage to add a further covering of
camouflage consisting of foliage found
near the nesting site, but unless this can
be tied securely in position, it may prove
to be more of nuisance than it is worth.
We are now ready to consider the
photographic apparatus with the important questions of type of camera, lens and
shutter. After much experience I do not
feel that I can be dogmatic upon these
points, and I shall content myself with
giving particulars of what I personally
have found to be the best. My camera is
an old ! -plate field camera with a long
extension, rising front and swing back.
The lens is an 8! in. Dallmeyer Serrac,
the widest aperture of which is f /4.5. I
also carry other lenses varying between
6i in. and 12 in. focal length. The shutter
is the "Luc," fitted between the
lens and the camera, and fixed to it
is a release 24 in. long, which can be
held comfortably in the hand whilst
thephotographerissittingdown. A
heavy tripod is also essential, and
this should be fitted with a tilting
top, so 'that the camera can be
pointed downwards, or for that
matter, upwards, at the required
angle. The camera and other
apparatus is, of course, erected
inside the hide, with the lens pointing through a small hole cut in the
material forming the front of the
structure. Exact focus may bemade
by arranging for a match-box, or
some similar object with lettering,
to be held upside down just above
the nest. To increase the depth of
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focus the swing back to the camera
should be used, and the lens stopped
down to the required aperture. The
" Luc" shutter will be closed, and the
plate-holder or film pack adapter placed
in position. Finally a stool is fixed so
that the photographer can; without
fatigue, concentrate his attention for a
long period on the small peep-hole which
is made just by the camera lens. A notebook and pencil should be readily
available for recording observations.
It is certain that one or other of
the nesting pair will be watching these
arrangements, and if the bird is to be
deceived into thinking that human presence has been withdrawn, it is essential
that a colleague, after closing the back of
the hide, should depart in such a manner
as to draw attention on himself. If ·this
stratagem has been carried out successfully the bird should return within a few
minutes, and it will perch momentarily
on the side of the nest, or nearby. A very
slight noise made inside the hide will
cause it to ''freeze," and that is, of course,
the moment to push the shutter release.
Complete silence is now necessary whilst
the bird is allowed to feed the young, and
after it has gone, plates may be changed
or the film pack tab pulled back, and all is
ready for the next shot.
Co-operation with an assistant is also
necessary in effecting release from the
- fiide, because the sudden emergence of
the photographer would cause alarm
which might have far-reaching effects. At
a pre-arranged hour, your assistant should
return to the site for this purpose. However good a photograph may be from a
technical point of view, it is never successful ifthe subjects wear a harassed air. The
apparatus should be dismantled as quickly
as possible, and any foliage\ which has
been cleared from the front of the nest
should be carefully replaced so as not to
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M.C.M.
STEP WEDGE
The M.C.M. Step Wedge has been
designed by the Editor of the Miniature
Camera Magazine in collaboration with
our Research Department as an aid to
serious photographers who wish to
classify papers by an accurate method of
testing.
It is impossible to give full details
here owing to space limitation, but readers
will find a full description in the Miniature Camera M agazine for March.

Great Spotted Woodpecker at nesting hole.

expose the inmates to the elements or to
their enemies. The hide is, of course, left
in position if further work is to be done.
I have left the question of plates and
films to the end as it is probably one of the
most important points, but again I can
only give a personal opinion. For general
work inside hiding-places, I have found
Selo Hypersensitive-P-anchromatic film
packs to be the best ; they are fast to use,
and fast in sensitivity, but unfortunately
theyaredoublethepriceofplates. Lastseason I used a number of Ilford Soft Gradation Panchromatic plates as well as the
Hypersensitive. But now that I have had
an opportunity of trying out the new Ilford
H.P .2 plates it ismorethanlikely I shall put
them into regular use during this season.

The M.C.M. Step Wedge. Alongside is placed
a disc the size of a halfpenny to give an indication of the size of the wedge.
~ The
£1 IS.

price of the M .G.M. Wedge is
It is of the same high degree of
accuracy as the normal Ilford Wedges and
its relatively low price has only been
made possible because of the standardisation of the specification and the production of the wedge in large quantities.
Societies will find the M.C.M. Step
Wedge a very useful accessory.

Orders should be sent to Ilford
Limited, Ilford, London.

Right-Interior of hide showing construction of framework with camera, tripod,
stool, focussing cloth and camera case.

Left-The hide as the bird sees it.
Centre-Details of the Camera.
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COLOUR SEPARATION NEGATIVES
By F. J. TRITTON, B.Sc., F.R.P.S.
Colour Photography is a subject of very general interest but it is not
very widely practised because of a feeling that it is unduly difficult. This is
not entirely correct, but rather more care and skill are required than for
the average monochrome work.
The transparency processes are now
rapidly gaining in popularity because of
the greater speed and ease of handling
which have been introduced in recent
years, so that it is true to say that with at
least two of these processes good colour
reproductions can now be obtained by
ensuring accuracy in exposure and leaving
the processing to trade houses. But in this
way much of the interest in colour photography is lost so that those who have
mastered the technique of processing
their own colour screen plates and are
looking for new fields to conquer should
definitely attempt the colour print processes.
For these processes it is first necessary
to make colour separation negatives and
in order to ensure that this operation has
been accomplished successfully it is
possible to have the negatives trade
printed by the Vivex process, which will
very quickly indicate whether or not
success has been achieved.
Having
reached this stage, one can survey the
various print making processes available
and commence the making of prints by
any of them, knowing that good quality
separation negatives are available. It is a
matter of real importance to work in this
order because so frequently enthusiastic
workers put themselves to immense
trouble making prints before they have
completely mastered the negative making
processes, with the result that the prints
must necessarily be failures, however
much care may be taken over them. For
this reason we are confining ourselves to a
consideration of colour separation negative making, which is the basis of all
colour print processes.
Everybody nowadays realises that to
prepare colour prints it is necessary to
take the three negatives through the three
tricolour filters but many seem to be
under the impression that successful
results can only be obtained by piirchasing elaborate apparatus, whereas this is
far from being the case and· quite frequently the simpler the apparatus the
greater the degree of success. A plate
camera is preferable, largely because of
the opportunity for composing the picture
on the ground glass. It is important that
the plate holders should slip into the
camera easily and that a simple filter
holder should be available which can
be readily changed. The camera must be

fitted on a rigid tripod but this does not
necessarily mean an expensive one,
provided that the legs are firmly wedged
so that they cannot slip and the camera is
screwed up tightly so that it cannot rotate.
Naturally, when the three exposures
are going to be taken one after the other
in an ordinary camera it is essential to
choose subjects which do not show movement, but this does not mean that one is
confined to a vase of flowers or a bowl of
fruit. Almost any indoor subject, and a
vast number outdoors, can be arranged to
be free from movement provided both
time, lighting and viewpoint are suitably
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chosen. Out of doors on a reasonably still
day innumerable subjects are available
provided the foreground is so chosen that
there is no tall flower or other object
likely to sway in the breeze.
For the filters, a set of Ilford Tricolour Filters are required a little larger
than the diameter of the lens. If glass
filters are chosen one can have them in
three separate clip-on holders which can
be easily changed without jogging the
camera. Alternatively, it is possible to buy
suitable holders in which the three filters
made up as one long strip can slide
through so that it is only necessary to push
the filter along between each exposure.
Gelatine filters can also be used, but then
a little ingenuity is required to make them
up in small cardboard frames which can
be either slid into the glass filter holders
or slid through the filter holder referred to
above. It is important with gelatine
filters that they should not be stuck in any
way to their supporting mount but should
be merely confined in a certain space and
allowed slight play so that when the

humidity of the atmosphere changes the
gelatine can shrink or swell without
cockling. So soon as a gelatine filter is
finger-marked or cockled it should be
thrown away, as its use will ruin accurate
registration of the separation negatives.
The same filters are suitable for use in any
light, that is, daylight or artificial light,
as it is only necessary to vary the exposure
through the filter to compensate for the
variation in the coloured light.
Turning now to the sensitive material
to be chosen, it is of course possible to
use any panchromatic plate of· suitable
gradation but Ilford Limited now manufacture a special plate for this purpose
under the name of the Ilford Trichrome
plate, which has several marked advantages over any other for the preparation of
colour separation negatives, and thereby
simplifies the work of the colour photographer. In the first place, this plate is of
high speed, comparable with the Ilford
Hypersen.§,itive Panchromatic Plate, in
order that the exposures can be short, and
for outdoor work in daylight the exposures
through the three Ilford tricolour filters
are all equal so that there is no necessity
to re-adjust the shutter or the stop
between exposures. The plates can be
developed in any normal developer and
will give negatives with a range of densities which is suitable for most colour
printing processes. The time of development recommended is s minutes at 65 °F .
in the Ilford ID-2 formula at dish
strength, but the important point is that
all three negatives require to be developed
for the same time and will then yield
negatives which are correctly balanced in
contrast. All experienced colour workers
are well aware of this difficulty of obtaining negatives properly balanced in contrast because practically all panchromatic
plates previously available have given a
negative through the blue filter which is
flatter than the other two. It has therefore been necessary in the past to give
longer development for this negative to
compensate .for the flatness, and this
interferes with the determination of the
correct exposure as the filter factors need
to be varied as the development time is
increased. It will therefore be seen that
with the Trichrome Plate the making of a
satisfactory set of colour separation
negatives is considerably simplified and
this explains the reason for the introduction of this new plate.
Since colour separation negatives are
seldom enlarged to any great extent, it is
not necessary to consider the use of fine
grain developers in connection with
colour work.
In those cases where exposure is being
made by artificial light, it follows that the
relative exposures through the three
filters must be suitably modified so that
the negatives remain correctly balanced.
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The correct filter factors to use with the
Trichrome Plate are as follows:Red Green Blue
Half Watt
3!
5
16
Photoflood
6
6
12
It is not always easy to modify the setting
of the shutter or size of aperture with
sufficient accuracy to ensure exposures
in these ratios, so that for use in half
watt light Ilford Limited can supply
special balanced tricolour filters such
that the exposure through these filters
remains in the ratio l : l : l, and again, the
production of negatives is vastly simplified. It is important to remember that
these balanced filters must be purchased
specially for use with the Trichrome
plate and are not balanced for use with
any other panchromatic material.
So far we have spoken freely about
getting the three negatives correctly
balanced but without mentioning how we
shall know whether or not this ideal has
been achieved. The only way is to include
somewhere in the picture some object
which is grey and then this object should
reproduce equally on all three negatives,
and to ensure that contrast is correct it is
desirable to have at least two, or preferably three, such patches, for instance,

white, middle grey and black. These may
be pieces of exposed and developed
bromide paper or they may be a step
wedge printed on paper, such as that incorporated in the Ilford Negative Indicator. This wedge should be placed somewhere within the picture, and preferably
near one edge so that it can be subsequently cut off. Naturally the size of
wedge that must be chosen depends
upon the degree of reduction which is
being made on the negative. In landscape
work it is almost impossible to achieve
this ideal which is the reason why it is
usually preferable to commence experiments in colour separation negative making with near objects. In addition, if at all
possible, it is a wise precaution to include
in the picture a set of colour patches which
will be recorded on the negatives and
automatically indicate the filter through
which each negati\Te was taken. This
obviates any possibility of the negatives
becoming mixed, as it is frequently very
difficult to sort them out again with
certainty. The Ilford Negative Indicator
contains such a set of colour patches and
also register marks which are very useful
when copying paintings or drawings.
Finally, should the experimenter

(;entral Association
Exhibition
Mis:; Margaret Stannett of the Windlesham Camera Club won the plaque for the
best picture in the Exhibition of members
of the Central Association of Photographic Societies which was held recently
at . the Royal Photographic Society's
headquarters. We are pleased to reproduce below Miss Stannett's prize-winning
picture which was selected out of 1,070
entries, and right an illustration of
Mr. John Keane, A.R.P.S., Chairman of

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3.

the transmission of the negative for :density = log
transmission
I

antilog density = - - - - - transmission
I

Photograph by C. J. Rawlings

Chiefly for
Secretaries
ILFORD ALBUM l.A.16

Margaret Stannett

decide to invest in expensive apparatus,
such as one of the various types of oneexposure cameras which are capable of
giving all three negatives in one operation, then again the Trichrome plate has a
still further advantage, namely, that it is
proposed to keep this plate constant in
speed and other qualities over a considerable period, irrespective of improvements
in manufacture which may be incorporated in other emulsions. Consequently
there is no likelihood of a modification of
the emulsion interfering with the adjustment or suitability of the filters fitted to
the special apparatus, and therefore once
the initial expenditure has been made and
accurate results obtained there should be
no further expenditure on modification of
apparatus.
It is not our intention to deal with the
subject of the making of the final colour
print because there are several processes
available, each of which is sponsored by a
different manufacturer who is best able to
describe the intricacies and requirements
of his own particular process. The important point, however, is that no process
can be successful unless the colour
separation negatives are of good quality
and correctly balanced.

The Theory of Exposure SimplY-_ Explain~

the Central Association and President of
Croydon Camera Club, making the
presentation to Miss Stannett.
The prize-winning print was on
PLASTIKA.

Rosemary
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Will those Secretaries who wish their
Societies to have an album of specimen
prints on Ilford Papers and have not
already requisitioned it kindly do so
immediately, in order that we may know
fairly accurately the number required.
These albums are expensive to produce
and as we shall only make up approximately the number requisitioned it will be
of considerable help to us to know exactly
how many are wanted.
Just send a postcard with I.A.16 on it
and the name and address of your Society,
but please "do it now."

antilog o.6 = 4 = - - - - - transmission
.

.

transm1ss10n = -

I

= 0.25

4

Fig. 6 checks this value where it is seen
that at a relative brightness of 16, the
transmission is 0.25.
Suppose we wish to know what increase of density will result if we double
the exposure whose logarithm is 1.25. We
find the density corresponding with a log
exposure of 1.25 + 0.3 (= 1.55), is 0.81,
the increase being 0.21. A ten times
increase in exposure would correspond
with a shift on the log exposure line of
1.0. It is advisable to become familiar
with working out little problems of this
kind since it will assist in understanding
the relation between the characteristic
curve and exposure.
We are now in a position to examine
the characteristic curve of a typical
negative material and the manner in
which it converts subject brightnesses
into densities.
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Difficult Subjects Photographed
Interiors are seldom simple subjects
and the difficulty of obtaining a really
satisfying picture increases when a window, or windows, has to be included in the
field of view. The shadows, particularly
those around a window which receive
little light from it, may call for an
exposure calculated in whole minutes
while the window itself needs only a
fraction of a second. Such extremes are
beyond the tone scale of the most perfect
negative material and cannot both be
recorded with one exposure. Some compromise is needed if inclusion of a window
in the picture area cannot be avoided.

Dome Interiors
By J. E. Archbald, A.R.P.S.

the objection of the harsh character of the
lighting of the second method.
The archway subject offered an additional problem. It had to be taken from a
staircase and the only practicable position in which the camera could be placed
to allow the whole subject to be included
in the picture was on one of the stairs,
almost level with the top of the arch. A
Sanderson ! -plate camera was used with a
Zeiss Tessar f /4.5 12 ems. lens (fairly
wide angle) and the maximum drop front
movement was utilised. Even so, the
camera had to be tilted with considerable
convergence of the parallels resultant.

Interior taken by daylight with the aid of two
Selo Lighting Sets. Exposure 3 sees. at f/16.
llford Soft Gradation Panchromatic Plate.

detail and to synchronise a flash with this
exposure to light the interior. The flash
lighting, however, is harsh and too
directional.
When the picture above was made,
two Selo Lighting Sets were used to light
the interior ; the windows were not
covered and the daylight entering through
them helped to illuminate the room naturally, thus making the use of artificial light
not too obvious in the print. This is perhaps not quite so successful as the method
of covering the windows, in its rendering
of detail in the windows but the use of the
two sources of artificial light overcomes
A difficult subject taken with the camera rested
on a stair at the level of the top of the arch
and tilted down with consequent convergence
of the parallels. Taken by daylight with the aid
of one Selo Lighting Set. Exp. 4 sees. at f/22
on Selo Hypersensitive Panchromatic Filmpack.

The method which is recommended if
circumstances are favourable is to cover
the windows, outside, with opaque paper
or cloth, thus shutting out daylight
entirely and photographing the interior
by artificial light. The camera is left in
position still loaded with the same plate
or film ; the opaque window covering is
removed .and a further exposure-a very
brief one-is given to record the detail of
the window and any view beyond.
This procedure, however, has the disadvantage that the lighting of the interior could not have come from the
window in the picture. Moreover, it is
rather tedious if several pictures of the
same interior have to be made from
different viewpoints.
A simple alternative is to take a
straight picture with an exposure which
will not unduly over-expose the window

When making this final enlargement from the
copy negative the paper board was again tilted
and this has made it possible to correct the
parallels fully.

When enlarging with a vertical enlarger the
paper board was tilted as much as possible to
correct the distortion . This correction was
insufficient and so this print was copied .

It was found impossible fully to correct this distortion by tilting the paper
board when enlarging with a standard
vertical enlarger and so a print was made
with the greatest possible degree of
correction. This print was copied, the
swing back of the camera facilitating a
further small degree of correction, and
then the paper board was tilted again
when the final enlargement was made
from the copy negative.
The correction of the parallels is now
as full as possible although the problem is
complicated by the nearness and varying
planes of distance of the parallels. It is
noticeable that elongation of the image
caused by correction of the parallels has
given imposing height to the arch.
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